clive cussler sends his great hero on an explosive mission in Atlantis found the fifteenth Dirk Pitt adventure around the world ancient artefacts are suddenly appearing hinting at a catastrophe that will soon visit earth Dirk Pitt is on hand at a Colorado archaeological site where an ancient and mysterious artefact has been found one that is perhaps linked to other strange objects turning up across the globe and soon Dirk Pitt's skills and ingenuity are desperately needed to rescue the team after a suspicious explosion seals them deep underground it quickly becomes clear that the artefacts carry a message warning of global armageddon yet a shadowy organisation called the fourth empire not only wants to stop others from heeding that warning but is also actively seeking to accelerate the end it foretells now Pitt and Numa must face this diabolical foe who will stop at nothing to wipe out all life on earth packed with blistering action and hair raising suspense Atlantis found is Clive Cussler at his brilliant best Atlantis found is the fifteenth of Clive Cussler's bestselling Dirk Pitt thrillers the series that also includes Arctic Drift and his first novel Mayday in which the discovery of an artefact could mean the end of the world praise for Clive Cussler Cussler is hard to beat daily mail the guy I read Tom Clancy Dirk Pitt must fight another perilous battle in Clive Cussler's Atlantis found an ancient cargo long thought lost is found with terrible consequences Dirk Pitt is surveying in the Middle East when a stroke of luck reveals an Ottoman wreck with a very curious cargo while investigating the find he foils a night raid on Istanbul's Topkapi Palace Museum this puts Pitt at the centre of a race to acquire a series of legendary artefacts meanwhile the region is being pushed to the brink of war by a series of explosions across Turkey and Egypt finding that his search for the artefacts is linked to the attacks Pitt must prevent a deranged brother and sister's fanatical plans succeeding packed with breathtaking suspense and fired by an extraordinary imagination 'Crescent Dawn' is a barnstorming read for all fans of action suspense and intrigue 'Crescent Dawn' is the twenty-first of Clive Cussler's bestselling Dirk Pitt novels the series that also includes Inca Gold and his first novel Mayday co-authored with his son Dirk Cussler in which hero Dirk Pitt finds himself caught between artefacts and fanatics praise for Clive Cussler No holds barred adventure a souped up barnstorming read for all fans of action suspense dirk pitt and partner Al Giordino yet when their ship is sabotaged and the survey team vanishes Pitt is forced to get to the bottom of a mystery with far reaching consequences soon he is on his way to Mongolia there a powerful and ruthless business tycoon holding an astonishing secret about Genghis Khan is hoping to emulate the legend's greatest conquests but on a global scale with the legacy of Khan and the lost treasures of Xanadu as the prize and the future security of the world at stake Dirk Pitt for one isn't going to stand idly by treasure of Khan is Clive Cussler's nineteenth Dirk Pitt thriller from the frigid lakes of Siberia to the hot wastes of the Gobi desert Dirk Pitt is on hand at a Colorado archaeological site where an ancient and mysterious artefact has been found one that is perhaps linked to other strange objects turning up across the globe and soon Pitt's skills and ingenuity are desperately needed to rescue the team after a suspicious explosion seals them deep underground it quickly becomes clear that the artefacts carry a message warning of global armageddon yet a shadowy organisation called the fourth empire not only wants to stop others from heeding that warning but is also actively seeking to accelerate the end it foretells now Pitt and Numa must face this diabolical foe who will stop at nothing to wipe out all life on earth packed with blistering action and hair raising suspense Atlantis found is Clive Cussler at his brilliant best Atlantis found is the fifteenth of Clive Cussler's bestselling Dirk Pitt thrillers the series that also includes Arctic Drift and his first novel Mayday in which the discovery of an artefact could mean the end of the world praise for Clive Cussler Cussler is hard to beat daily mail the guy I read Tom Clancy Dirk Pitt must fight another perilous battle in Clive Cussler's Atlantis found an ancient cargo long thought lost is found with terrible consequences Dirk Pitt is surveying in the Middle East when a stroke of luck reveals an Ottoman wreck with a very curious cargo while investigating the find he foils a night raid on Istanbul's Topkapi Palace Museum this puts Pitt at the centre of a race to acquire a series of legendary artefacts meanwhile the region is being pushed to the brink of war by a series of explosions across Turkey and Egypt finding that his search for the artefacts is linked to the attacks Pitt must prevent a deranged brother and sister's fanatical plans succeeding packed with breathtaking suspense and fired by an extraordinary imagination 'Crescent Dawn' is a barnstorming read for all fans of action suspense and intrigue 'Crescent Dawn' is the twenty-first of Clive Cussler's bestselling Dirk Pitt novels the series that also includes Inca Gold and his first novel Mayday co-authored with his son Dirk Cussler in which hero Dirk Pitt finds himself caught between artefacts and fanatics praise for Clive Cussler No holds barred adventure a souped up barnstorming read for all fans of action suspense
invention and heart stopping thrills that have won millions of dedicated fans mayday is the book that introduced dirk pitt to the world published in an exclusive new hardback edition to celebrate forty years of adventure from clive cussler and his enduringly popular hero may day is where it all begins praise for clive cussler the adventure king sunday express cussler is hard to beat daily mail the guy i read tom clancy and clive cussler is the author or co author of a great number of international bestsellers including the famous dirk pitt adventures such as poseidon s arrow atlantis found and arctic drift the numa files adventures most recently medusa the oregon files such as the jungle the isaac bell adventures which began with the chase and the highly successful new series the fargo adventures he lives in arizona find out more about the world of clive cussler by visiting clivecussler co uk or facebook com clivecussler agent dirk pitt of the u s national underwater and marine agency battles genetically engineered neo nazis seeking to establish a fourth reich once they wipe out humanity they plan to unleash a flood by splitting theantarctic ice shelf a beautiful archeologist is on hand to help the hero dirk pitt is caught up in a dangerous and thrilling mystery on the murky waters of the black sea as director of the national underwater and marine agency dirk pitt has always had a knack for finding rouble this time though trouble has found him on a numa mission to the black sea to locate the wreck of a lost ottoman empire ship pitt and his friend al giordino respond to an urgent mayday from a nearby freighter but by the time they reach the ship there s no one left alive just dead bodies and the smell of sulphur in the air when a massive blast from the stern suddenly scuttles the ship pitt and giordino are lucky not to be added to the death toll as they investigate the fate of the lost ship they re plunged deep into an extraordinary mystery and make a series of discoveries and when connections emerge between a desperate attempt in 1917 to preserve the wealth and power of the romanov empire a cold war bomber lost with a deadly cargo modern day nuclear smugglers and a brilliant engineer developing cutting edge drone technology pit is faced with the most dangerous challenge of his career one that will threaten the lives of his own family and friends packed with breathtaking suspense switchback plotting and remarkable imagination odessa sea proves once again that when it comes to adventure clive cussler is in a league of his own praise for clive cussler cussler is hard to beat daily mail oceanography s answer to indiana jones exotic locations ruthless villains and many narrow escapes cussler s fans come for swashbuckling and he delivers associated press nobody does it better nobody stephen coonts just about the best storyteller in the business new york post the adventure king daily express includes photographs summaries of each dirk pitt novel an interview with cussler and dirk pitt trivia questions in trojan odyssey clive cussler s great hero dirk pitt is on the frontline fighting an international conspiracy a daring rescuer sends dirk pitt on an adventure that will determine the future of the planet when a hurricane unexpectedly blows up off the coast of nicaragua a giant floating hotel lies in its path with no escape for the helpless passengers and crew it s left to dirk pitt and numa to launch a rescue and save the day but in the storm s wake pitt and his team discover clues that point to an ancient mystery with shocking implications for today as pitt investigates further he uncovers a plot by a mysterious billionaire called specter to dramatically alter the earth s climate leaving him in control of the only solution with foes attempting to stop him on every side pitt is in a race against time to prevent global catastrophe with heart racing action and nerve shredding tension trojan odyssey proves that clive cussler is a master storyteller trojan odyssey is the seventeenth of the bestselling dirk pitt novels the series that also includes atlantis found and his first novel mayday and hero dirk pitt finds himself on the frontline of a battle against not only the elements but also international conspiracy praise for clive cussler the guy i read tom clancy cussler is hard to beat daily mail meet clive cussler s beloved action adventure hero in a way you ve never seen him before plus a special dirk pitt short story included only in this volume clive cussler s life parallels that of his fictional hero dirk pitt whether searching for famous shipwrecks or cruising in classic cars from his private collection cussler s spirit feeds the soul of dirk pitt and the numa series now with this truly unique insider s guide you can dive in and explore the worlds of both clive cussler the grand master of adventure and dirk pitt the world s greatest action adventure hero inside clive cussler and dirk pitt revealed you ll find the prologue to clive cussler s next exciting dirk pitt novel an exclusive interview with clive cussler including the evolving world of the dirk pitt novels and the close ties between cussler and his hero the reunion an original short story in which cussler crashes numa s twenty year reunion and reminisces with dirk pitt and all his favorite characters a brief synopsis of every dirk pitt novel including why pacific vortex not the mediterranean caper should be considered the first pitt novel a concordance for the dirk pitt novels complete with a z listings of every major character car ship aircraft weapon locale and more complete with rare photos dedications the clive cussler car collection and advanced dirk pitt trivia clive cussler and dirk pitt revealed contains a mother lode of information every fan will treasure valhalla rising is clive cussler s thrilling sixteenth dirk pitt adventure sabotage conspiracy and piracy in the air and below the waves finds dirk pitt plunged into his most dangerous adventure yet when the luxury cruise lined emerald dolphin powered by a revolutionary new propulsion system becomes a raging inferno and sinks mysteriously it is lucky that numa special projects director dirk pitt is on hand to rescue the passengers and investigate the tragedy sifting through the undersea wreckage for signs of foul play pitt is unaware of powerful dark forces player their hand against him for his life and those of friends and colleagues against evermore ruthless enemies from a shadowy organisation pitt finds himself caught between the secrets of the past and the intrigues of the future a future that will hold the world to ransom filled with breathtaking suspense and dazzling action valhalla rising seizes clive cussler at the height of his storytelling powers valhalla rising is the sixteenth of clive cussler s bestselling dirk pitt novels the series that also includes atlantis found and his first novel mayday in which our hero finds himself caught up in a web of shipwrecks and dark secrets praise for clive cussler cussler is hard to beat daily mail the guy i read tom clancy and remi fargo come up against an old enemy while searching for a treasure that has been lost for centuries in this exciting adventure in the bestselling series by the clive cussler grand master of adventure ten years ago a chance meeting at the lighthouse café in redondo beach led sam fargo and remi longstreet on the adventure of a lifetime hunting the legendary riches stolen from the persian king croesus in 546 b c but they weren t the only ones someone else is after the gold and he s willing to kill anyone who gets in his way when sam and remi run afoul of a criminal drug running operation their hopes of finding the treasure are dashed but with sam s ingenuity and remi s determination they survive their confrontation with the drug runners and manage to send one of the key players to prison though the cache of gold is never found life goes on sam and remi marry and years later return to greece to find that elusive treasure on orders from the pentagon marine explorer dirk pitt must salvage crucial material from the world s most infamous maritime
disaster in this novel in the 1 new york times bestselling series the president s secret task force has developed an unprecedented defensive weapon that relies on an extremely rare radioactive element and dirk pitt has followed a twisted trail to a secret cache of the substance now racing against brutal storms soviet spies and a ticking clock pitt begins his most thrilling mission to raise from its watery grave the shipwreck of the century juan cabrillo and his cia backed oregon crew must beat opposing factions to a discovery that could prevent world war iii in this novel in the 1 new york times bestselling series the remote wastes of greenland a young scientist has unearthed an artifact hidden in a cave for a millennium a 50 000 year old radioactive meteorite known as the sacred stone but the astounding find places him in the crosshairs of two opposing groups who seek the stone for themselves one is a group of muslim extremists who have stolen a nuclear device with the power of the meteorite they could vaporize any city in the west the other group is led by a megalomaniacal industrialist who seeks to carry out the utter annihilation of islam itself caught between two militant factions bent on wholesale slaughter juan cabrillo and his crew must fight to protect the scientist and the sacred stone and prevent the outbreak of world war iii dirk pitt must descend to the bottom of the hudson river to recover a copy of the secret north american treaty signed in 1914 but great britain is racing to find and destroy the same document in this adventure in the 1 new york times bestselling series husband and wife treasure hunters sam and remi fargo must out pace a self made millionaire in pursuit of an incredible fortune thousands of years ago two superpowers of the ancient world went to war and a treasure of immeasurable value was lost to the shadows of history in 1800 while crossing the pennine alps with his grand reserve army napoleon bonaparte stumbled across a startling discovery un able to transport it he created an enigmatic map on the labels of twelve bottles of rare wine when napoleon died the bottles disappeared and the treasure was lost again until now treasure hunting husband and wife team sam and remi fargo are exploring the great pocomoke swamp in maryland when they are shocked to discover a world war ii german u boat inside they find a bottle taken from napoleon s famous lost cellar and fascinated they set out to find the rest of the collection but another connoisseur of sorts is hunting his own prize and the lost cellar is his key to finding it that man is hadeon bundarka a half russian half persian millionaire and the treasure will be his no matter what husband and wife team sam and remi fargo are in a race to find the famed burial site of attila the hun in this adventure in the 1 new york times bestselling series when an archeologist friend requests their help to excavate a top secret historical site the fargos are intrigued but they have no idea that their discoveries will set them on a hunt for a prize beyond all imagination the clues point to the hidden tomb of attila the hun who was reportedly buried with a vast fortune of gold jewels and plunder a bounty that has never been found as they follow a trail throughout europe it leads them not to one but five the fargos also find themselves pitted against a thieving group of treasure hunters a cunning german businessman and a ruthless hungarian who claims direct descent from attila himself and will stop at nothing to achieve his destiny oceanic explorers dirk pitt and al giordino find intrigue adventure and peril while collecting clues to the mysterious treasure of xanadu the famed capital of kublai khan s empire when dirk pitt is nearly killed rescuing an oil survey team from a freak wave on russia s lake baikal it appears a simple act of nature but when the survey team is abducted and pitt s research vessel nearly sunk it becomes clear this is no run of bad luck but the influence of something or someone more sinister in fact pitt and the numa crew have inadvertently stepped between a mongolian tycoon and his plans to corner the global oil market beginning with covert negotiations in china to ensure the deal goes through this mysterious businessman will encourage ever escalating acts of sabotage and violence pitt and giordino soon learn the magnate s fury and his power both stem from the same source a dark secret about genghis khan the greatest conqueror the world has ever known to pitt and giordino the famed khan s empire is nearly the stuff of legend and his tomb a forgotten mystery but the khan s legacy is very real and it s the treasure of his grandson kublai khan that holds the key to stopping this modern day oil baron from restoring the conquests of his ancestors that is if pitt and giordino get there first dirk pitt is back and on his shoulders rests the fate of the entire planet join the latest thrill ride from the grand master of adventure clive cussler in 1959 a skytrain plane flees tibet carrying a precious artefact but after crossing the himalayas it is never seen again sixty years later dirk pitt and numa are surveying near the philippines when a rogue wave nearly sinks their ship diverting to rescue washed away islanders pitt discovers the wave has raised a sunken relic an ancient cargo plane but before he can get to the bottom of one mystery pitt is hit with another beat the chinese military to find a lost hypersonic missile yet what should be a simple search and retrieve reveals evidence of a far more dangerous weapon because the rogue wave that almost sank pitt and devastated the islands was no natural phenomenon and the weapon that caused it is to be turned on a much bigger target praise for clive cussler the adventure king sunday express just about the best in the business new york post cussler is hard to beat daily mail the adventure that started it all introducing readers to dirk pitt oceano graphy s answer to indiana jones associated press and a 1 new york times bestselling series on a quiet greek island a u s air force base has come under attack by a world war i fighter plane a famous yellow albatros supposedly lost at sea in 1918 now it is up to dirk pitt al giordino and the rest of the numa crew to root out the elusive truth behind the incident and find out how it s connected to mysterious acts of sabotage against a scientific expedition an international smuggling ring and a dark haired beauty with some dangerous secrets the search for answers will lead pitt from a lavish island villa to a moving freighter eerily empty of crew to a massive underwater cavern housing the heart of a criminal operation that is larger and more elaborate than he ever could have imagined a lucrative operation that its mastermind would kill to protect with its fearless and dashing hero high stakes action and non stop excitement the medi ranean caper is classic dirk pitt and classic cussler kurt austin races to antarctica to stop a chilling plot that imperils the entire planet in the latest novel from the 1 new york times bestselling grand master of adventure in the early days of world war ii the infamous german luftwaffe embark upon an expedition to antarctica hoping to set up a military base to support their goal of world domination though the military outpost never comes to fruition what the nazis find on the icy continent indeed proves dangerous and will have implications far into the future in the present day kurt austin and his assistant joe zavala embark for the freezing edge of the world after a former numa colleague disappears in antarctica while there they discover a photo of the luftwaffe expedition of 1939 and are drawn into a decades old conspiracy even as they confront perilous waters and frigid temperatures they are also are up against a terrifying man made weapon a fast growing ice that could usher in a new ice age pitted against a determined madman and a monstrous storm kurt and the numa team must unravel the nazi era plot in order to save the globe from a freeze that would bury it once and for all high seas explorer dirk pitt must stop an american millionaire from using impoverished nations for his own personal experiments in this 1 new york times bestselling action adventure series a routine survey mission over the north atlantic exposes a missing luxury yacht frozen inside a million ton mass of ice the ship had vanished en route to a secret white house
This document contains a list of titles and descriptions related to adventure literature, focusing on the works of Clive Cussler. It discusses the popularity and influence of the character Dirk Pitt and his adventures, as well as the works of other authors who have contributed to the genre. There is also a mention of a particular adventure set in the Amazon rainforest and involving a search for the legendary white goddess. The text touches on themes of mystery, adventure, and historical action, reflecting the rich tapestry of stories that have captivated readers for decades.
2012-06-07 clive cussler sends his great hero on an explosive mission in atlantis found the fifteenth dirk pitt adventure around the world ancient artefacts are suddenly appearing hinting at a catastrophe that will soon visit earth dirk pitt is on hand at a colorado archaeological site where an ancient and mysterious artefact has been found one that is perhaps...
linked to other strange objects turning up across the globe and soon pitt’s skills and ingenuity are desperately needed to rescue the team after a suspicious explosion seals them deep underground it quickly becomes clear that the artefacts carry a message warning of global armageddon yet a shadowy organisation called the fourth empire not only wants to stop others from heeding that warning but is also actively seeking to accelerate the end it foretells now pitt and numa must face this diabolical foe who will stop at nothing to wipe out all life on earth packed with blistering action and hair raising suspense atlantis found is clive cussler at his brilliant best atlantis found is the fifteenth of clive cussler’s bestselling dirk pitt thrillers the series that also includes arctic drift and his first novel mayday in which the discovery of an artefact could mean the end of the world praise for clive cussler cussler is hard to beat daily mail the guy i read tom clancy

Crescent Dawn 2011-12-21 dirk pitt must fight another perilous battle in clive cussler’s atlantis found an ancient cargo long thought lost is found with terrible consequences dirk pitt is surveying in the middle east when a stroke of luck reveals an ottoman wreck with a very curious cargo while investigating the find he foilis a night raid on istanbul’s topkapi palace museum this puts pitt at the centre of a race to acquire a series of legendary artefacts meanwhile the region is being pushed to the brink of war by a series of explosions across turkey and egypt finding that his search for the artefacts is linked to the attacks pitt must prevent a deranged brother and sister’s fanatical plans succeeding packed with breathtaking suspense and fire by an extraordinary imagination crescent dawn is a barnstorming read for all fans of action suspense and intrigue crescent dawn is the twenty first of clive cussler’s bestselling dirk pitt novels the series that also includes inca gold and his first novel mayday co authored with his son dirk cussler in which hero dirk pitt finds himself caught between artefacts and fanatics praise for clive cussler no holds barred adventure a souped up treat daily mirror frightening and full of suspense unquestionably entertaining daily express

Clive Cussler’s The Corsican Shadow 2023-11-09 from the shadow of war comes an enduring historical mystery and a present day plot of destruction frac may 1940 as the german army blitzes europe and parisians flee their city the chief curator of the musee de I armee is ordered to take a mysterious piece of cargo out of the country but when he learns his intended ship has been sunk the fate of his cargo must rest on a decrepit steamer sailing out under german fire decades later a diving expedition in the english channel leads director dirk pitt to a cache of uncut diamonds on a shipwreck no sooner than they are discovered the diamonds are stolen pitt and the numa agency now find they must face a murderous cabal with far more destructive plans than mere theft vital water treatment facilities around the globe are being targeted placing the world’s population in grave peril from the shadow of the effel tower to the islands of the caribbean only dirk pitt and his children summer and dirk jr can locate the treasure that will save the world from catastrophe praise for clive cussler the adventure king sunday express cussler is hard to beat daily mail just about the best in the business new york post

Poseidon’s Arrow 2012-11-20 poseidon’s s arrow by bestselling clive cussler is the second thrilling dirk pitt adventure in 1943 a submarine returning from a secret mission is attacked its vital cargo believed lost three quarters of a century later numa director dirk pitt is asked to help locate a missing person the scientist responsible for the design of the revolutionary poseidon’s s arrow submarine this craft is so advanced and dangerous that any government would kill to possess it and not only has its designer disappeared but so too have the plans but this is no simple search it leads pitt from washington to the panama jungle draws in the full resources of numa and slowly unravels a deadly conspiracy that seeks to bring the world to its knees and only pitt can prevent it poseidon’s s arrow follows arctic drift crescent dawn and atlantis found as the next in the enthralling dirk pitt adventures clive cussler is on form as ever fans of cussler’s the adventure king sunday express cussler is hard to beat daily mail the guy i read tom clancy

Treasure of Khan 2012-06-07 treasure of khan is clive cussler’s nineteenth dirk pitt thriller from the frigid lakes of siberia to the hot wastes of the gobi desert dirk pitt is on the trail of a fabled treasure rescuing an oil survey team from a freak wave on russia’s lake baikal is all in a day’s work for adventurer dirk pitt and partner al giordino when their ship is sabotaged and the survey team vanishes pitt is forced to get to the bottom of a mystery with far reaching consequences soon he is on his way to mongolia there a powerful and ruthless business tycoon holding an astonishing secret about genghis khan is hoping to emulate the legend’s greatest conquests but on a global scale with the legacy of khan and the lost treasures of xanadu as the prize and the future security of the world at stake dirk pitt for one isn’t going to stand idly by treasure of khan is the nineteenth of clive cussler’s bestselling dirk pitt novels the series that also includes shock wave and his first novel mayday and is co authored with his son dirk cussler praise for clive cussler cussler is hard to beat daily mail

Crescent Dawn 2011-12-21 dirk pitt must fight another perilous battle in clive cussler’s atlantis found an ancient cargo long thought lost is found with terrible consequences dirk pitt is surveying in the middle east when a stroke of luck reveals an ottoman wreck with a very curious cargo while investigating the find he foilis a night raid on istanbul’s topkapi palace museum this puts pitt at the centre of a race to acquire a series of legendary artefacts meanwhile the region is being pushed to the brink of war by a series of explosions across turkey and egypt finding that his search for the artefacts is linked to the attacks pitt must prevent a deranged brother and sister’s fanatical plans succeeding packed with breathtaking suspense and fire by an extraordinary imagination crescent dawn is a barnstorming read for all fans of action suspense and intrigue crescent dawn is the twenty first of clive cussler’s bestselling dirk pitt novels the series that also includes inca gold and his first novel mayday co authored with his son dirk cussler in which hero dirk pitt finds himself caught between artefacts and fanatics praise for clive cussler no holds barred adventure a souped up treat daily mirror frightening and full of suspense unquestionably entertaining daily express

Crescent Dawn 2011-12-21 dirk pitt must fight another perilous battle in clive cussler’s atlantis found an ancient cargo long thought lost is found with terrible consequences dirk pitt is surveying in the middle east when a stroke of luck reveals an ottoman wreck with a very curious cargo while investigating the find he foilis a night raid on istanbul’s topkapi palace museum this puts pitt at the centre of a race to acquire a series of legendary artefacts meanwhile the region is being pushed to the brink of war by a series of explosions across turkey and egypt finding that his search for the artefacts is linked to the attacks pitt must prevent a deranged brother and sister’s fanatical plans succeeding packed with breathtaking suspense and fire by an extraordinary imagination crescent dawn is a barnstorming read for all fans of action suspense and intrigue crescent dawn is the twenty first of clive cussler’s bestselling dirk pitt novels the series that also includes inca gold and his first novel mayday co authored with his son dirk cussler in which hero dirk pitt finds himself caught between artefacts and fanatics praise for clive cussler no holds barred adventure a souped up treat daily mirror frightening and full of suspense unquestionably entertaining daily express

Clive Cussler’s The Corsican Shadow 2023-11-09 from the shadow of war comes an enduring historical mystery and a present day plot of destruction frac may 1940 as the german army blitzes europe and parisians flee their city the chief curator of the musee de I armee is ordered to take a mysterious piece of cargo out of the country but when he learns his intended ship has been sunk the fate of his cargo must rest on a decrepit steamer sailing out under german fire decades later a diving expedition in the english channel leads director dirk pitt to a cache of uncut diamonds on a shipwreck no sooner than they are discovered the diamonds are stolen pitt and the numa agency now find they must face a murderous cabal with far more destructive plans than mere theft vital water treatment facilities around the globe are being targeted placing the world’s population in grave peril from the shadow of the effel tower to the islands of the caribbean only dirk pitt and his children summer and dirk jr can locate the treasure that will save the world from catastrophe praise for clive cussler the adventure king sunday express cussler is hard to beat daily mail just about the best in the business new york post

Poseidon’s Arrow 2012-11-20 poseidon’s s arrow by bestselling clive cussler is the second thrilling dirk pitt adventure in 1943 a submarine returning from a secret mission is attacked its vital cargo believed lost three quarters of a century later numa director dirk pitt is asked to help locate a missing person the scientist responsible for the design of the revolutionary poseidon’s s arrow submarine this craft is so advanced and dangerous that any government would kill to possess it and not only has its designer disappeared but so too have the plans but this is no simple search it leads pitt from washington to the panama jungle draws in the full resources of numa and slowly unravels a deadly conspiracy that seeks to bring the world to its knees and only pitt can prevent it poseidon’s s arrow follows arctic drift crescent dawn and atlantis found as the next in the enthralling dirk pitt adventures clive cussler is on form as ever fans of cussler’s the adventure king sunday express cussler is hard to beat daily mail the guy i read tom clancy

Treasure of Khan 2012-06-07 treasure of khan is clive cussler’s nineteenth dirk pitt thriller from the frigid lakes of siberia to the hot wastes of the gobi desert dirk pitt is on the trail of a fabled treasure rescuing an oil survey team from a freak wave on russia’s lake baikal is all in a day’s work for adventurer dirk pitt and partner al giordino when their ship is sabotaged and the survey team vanishes pitt is forced to get to the bottom of a mystery with far reaching consequences soon he is on his way to mongolia there a powerful and ruthless business tycoon holding an astonishing secret about genghis khan is hoping to emulate the legend’s greatest conquests but on a global scale with the legacy of khan and the lost treasures of xanadu as the prize and the future security of the world at stake dirk pitt for one isn’t going to stand idly by treasure of khan is the nineteenth of clive cussler’s bestselling dirk pitt novels the series that also includes shock wave and his first novel mayday and is co authored with his son dirk cussler praise for clive cussler cussler is hard to beat daily mail

Mayday! 2013 the first in the iconic dirk pitt series mayday is published in hardback to celebrate 40 years of thrills from clive cussler the world’s favourite adventure writerbrady air force base crete a small yellow aeroplane swoops down out of the calm mediterranean skies its guns blazing on the ground rows of the latest hi tech jet fighters are reduced to no more than burning wrecks in seconds dirk pitt is one german biplane patrolling nearby is an old flying boat belonging to the national underwater and maritime agency in the cockpit numa troubleshooter major dirk pitt picks up the panicked distress call from brady and seizes the chance to fight back in the desperate aerial dogfight that follows pitt eventually gains the upper hand but while the battle is won the mysterious plane and its pilot escape leaving just destruction and unanswered questions in their wake the mystery soon deepens when pitt encounters a seductive double agent and starts to uncover evidence of a deadly plot with at its head a evil mastermind who is hiding a dangerous and chilling past and who will now stop at nothing to achieve his twisted ambitions with all the page turning pace and stunning hair raising invention and heart stopping thrills that have won millions of dedicated fans praise for clive cussler cussler is hard to beat daily mail the guy i read tom clancy
showdown and one last chance to find that elusive treasure. Determination they survive their confrontation with the drug runners and manage to send one of the key players to prison though the cache of gold is never found. Life goes on, Sam and Remi.

Anyone who gets in his way when Sam and Remi run afoul of a criminal drug running operation their hopes of finding the treasure are dashed but with Sam’s ingenuity and Remi’s...
new york times bestselling series the president s secret task force has developed an unprecedented defensive weapon that relies on an extremely rare radioactive element and dirk pitt has followed a twisted trail to a secret cache of the substance now racing against brutal storms soviet spies and a ticking clock pitt begins his most thrilling mission to raise from its watery grave the shipwreck of the century
Raise the Titanic! 2004-02-03 juan cabrillo and his cia backed oregon crew must beat opposing factions to a discovery that could prevent world war iii in this novel in the 1 new york times bestselling series the remote wastes of greece a young scientist has unearthed an artifact hidden in a cave for a millennium a 50 000 year old radioactive meteorite known as the sacred stone but the astounding find places him in the crosshairs of two opposing groups who seek the stone for themselves one is a group of muslim extremists who have stolen a nuclear device with the power of the meteorite they could vaporize any city in the west the other group is led by a megalomaniacal industrialist who seeks to carry out the utter annihilation of islam itself caught between two militant factions bent on wholesale slaughter juan cabrillo and his crew must fight to protect the scientist and the sacred stone and prevent the outbreak of world war iii
S wilt the destroyer 2008-03-04 dirk pitt must descend to the bottom of the hudson river to recover a copy of the secret north american treaty signed in 1914 but great britain is racing to find and destroy the same document
Night Probe! 1981 in this adventure in the 1 new york times bestselling series husband and wife treasure hunters sam and remi fargo must out pace a self made millionaire in pursuit of an incredible fortune thousands of years ago two superpowers of the ancient world went to war and a treasure of immeasurable value was lost to the shadows of history in 1800 while crossing the peninne alps with his great grand army napoleon bonaparte stumbled across a startling discovery unable to transport it he created an enigmatic map on the labels of twelve bottles of rare wine when napoleon died the bottles disappeared and the treasure was lost again until now treasure hunting husband and wife team sam and remi fargo are exploring the great pocomoke swamp in maryland when they are shocked to discover a world war ii german u boat inside they find a bottle taken from napoleon s famous lost cellar and fascinated they set out to find the rest of the collection but another connoisseur of sorts is hunting his own prize and the lost cellar is his key to finding it that man is headeon bondaruk a half russian half persian millionaire and the treasure will be his no matter what
Spartan Gold 2009-09-01 husband and wife team sam and remi fargo are in a race to find the famed burial site of attila the hun in this adventure in the 1 new york times bestselling series when an archeologist friend requests their help to excavate a top secret historical site the fargos are intrigued but they have no idea that their discoveries will set them on a hunt for a prize beyond all imagination the clues point to the hidden tomb of attila the hun who was reportedly buried with a vast fortune of gold jewels and plunder a bounty that has never been found as they follow a trail throughout europe it leads them not to one tomb but five the fargos also find themselves pitted against a thieving group of treasure hunters a cunning russian businessman and a ruthless hungarian who claims direct descent from attila himself and will stop at nothing to achieve his destiny
The Tombs 2012-09-04 oceanic explorers dirk pitt and al giordino find intrigue adventure and peril while collecting clues to the mysterious treasure of xanadu the famed capital of kublai khan s empire when dirk pitt is nearly killed rescuing an oil survey team from a freak wave on russia s lake baikal it appears a simple act of nature but when the survey team is abducted and pitt s research vessel nearly sunk it becomes clear this is no run of bad luck but the influence of something or someone more sinister in fact pitt and the numa crew have inadvertently stepped between a mongolian tycoon and his plans to corner the global oil market beginning with covert negotiations in china to ensure the deal goes through this mysterious businessman will encourage even escalating acts of sabotage and violence pitt and giordino soon learn the magnitude s fury and his power both stem from the same source a dark secret about genghis khan the greatest conqueror the world has ever known to pitt and giordino the famed attila s empire is nearly the stuff of legend and his tomb a mystery but the khan s legacy is very real and it s the treasure of his grandson kublai khan that holds the key to stopping this modern day oil baron from restoring the conquests of his ancestors that is if pitt and giordino get there first
Treasure of Khan 2006-11-28 dirk pitt is back and on his shoulders rests the fate of the entire planet as the grand master of adventure clive cussler in 1959 a skytrain plane flies tibet carrying a precious artefact but after crossing the himalayas it is never seen again sixty years later dirk pitt and numa are surveying near the philippines when a rogue wave nearly sinks their ship diverting to rescue washed away islanders pitt discovers the wave has raised a sunken relic an ancient cargo plane but before he can get to the bottom of one mystery pitt is hit with another beat the chinese military to find a lost hypersonic missile yet what should be a simple search and retrieve reveals evidence of a far more dangerous weapon because the rogue wave that almost sank pitt and devastated the islands was no natural phenomenon and the weapon that caused it is to be turned on a much bigger target prize for clive cussler the adventure king sunday express just about the best in the business new york post cussler is hard to beat daily mail
Clive Cussler s The Devil s Sea 2021-11-11 the adventure that started it all introducing readers to dirk pitt oceanography s answer to indiana jones associated press and a 1 new york times bestselling series on a quiet greek island a u s air force base has come under attack by a world war i fighter plane a famous yellow albatros supposedly lost at sea in 1918 now it is up to dirk pitt al giordino and the rest of the numa team to root out the elusive truth behind the incident and find out how it s connected to mysterious acts of sabotage a scientific expedition an international smuggling ring and a dark haired beauty with some dangerous secrets the search for answers will lead pitt from a lavish island villa to a moving freighter eerily empty of crew to a massive underwater cavern housing the heart of a criminal operation that is larger and more elaborate than he ever could have imagined a lucrative operation that its mastermind would kill to protect with its fearless and daring hero high stakes action and non stop excitement the mediteranean caper is classic dirk pitt and classic cussler
The Mediterranean Caper 2004-04-06 kurt austin races to antarctica to stop a chilling plot that imperils the entire planet in the latest novel from the 1 new york times bestselling grand master of adventure in the early days of world war ii the infamous german luftwaffe embark upon an expedition to antarctica hoping to set up a military base to support their goal of world domination though the military outpost never comes to fruition what the nazis find on the icy continent indeed proves dangerous and will have implications far into the future in the present
day kurt austin and his assistant joe zavala embark for the freezing edge of the world after a former numa colleague disappears in antarctica while there they discover a photo of the luftwaffe expedition of 1939 and are drawn into a decades old conspiracy even as they confront perilous waters and frigid temperatures they are also are up against a terrifying man made weapon a fast growing ice that could usher in a new ice age pitted against a determined madman and a monstrous storm kurt and the numa team must unravel the nazi era plot in order to save the globe from a freeze that would bury it once and for all

Fast Ice 2021-03-09 high seas explorer dirk pitt must stop an american millionaire from using impoverished nations for his own personal experiments in this 1 new york times bestselling action adventure series a routine survey mission over the north atlantic exposes a missing luxury yacht frozen inside a million ton mass of ice the ship had vanished en route to a secret white house rendezvous making it the responsibility of the national underwater and marine agency to find out what happened in other words it is time for dirk pitt to cut his sunny california vacation short and get back to work of course when pitt arrives on the scene and discovers the charred remains of the entire crew who burned alive but never left their posts he begins to suspect the tragic loss of the ship to be only the first deliberate step in a far more sinister plan

Iceberg 2004-03-02 detective isaac bell s investigation into an attempted assassination brings him to the construction site of the panama canal and straight into a nest of vipers in the latest adventure in the 1 new york times bestselling series from clive cussler detective isaac bell s wife has said that he is always in the wrong place at the right time this is certainly the case when bell thwarts the assassination of a u s senator shortly after meeting the man this heroic rescue is just the start of the mystery for bell who suspects that the would be assassins have a much larger and more dangerous agenda one involving the nearly constructed panama canal while the senator supports the building of the canal there are many including a local panamanian insurgency known as the red vipers who never want to see its completion with millions of dollars and the fates of two nations at stake bell heads to panama to find answers after a deadly bombing at the canal s construction site he is determined to stop the insurgents or whoever is funding them before they can attack again

The Saboteurs 2021-05-25 an ancient cargo long thought lost is found with terrible consequences dirk pitt is surveying in the middle east when a stroke of luck reveals an ottoman wreck with a very curious cargo while investigating the find he finds a night raid on istanbul s topkapi palace museum this puts pitt at the centre of a race to acquire a series of legendary artefacts meanwhile the region is being pushed to the brink of war by a series of explosions across turkey and egypt finding that his search for the artefacts is linked to the attacks pitt must prevent a deranged brother and sister s fanatical plans from succeeding packed with breathtaking suspense and fired by an extraordinary imagination crescent dawnis a barnstorming read for all fans of action suspense and intrigue cussler is hard to beat daily mail the guy i read tom clancy

Crescent Dawn 2011 twentieth century detective isaac bell takes on the world of warfare when america s naval research and development experts begin to die one by one in this 1 new york times bestselling historical action adventure novel marks a year of ever escalating international tension as the world plunges toward war and with america on the brink it comes as a devastating blow to learn of the apparent suicide of one of the united states most brilliant battleship gun designers the death becomes a media sensation and the man s grief stricken daughter turns to the legendary van dorn detective agency to clear her father s name van dorn puts his chief investigator on the case and isaac bell soon sees that the clues point not to suicide but to murder as bell notices more suspicious deaths among the nation s sharpest technological minds he begins to suspect the work of an elusive spy somehow connected to a top secret project called hull 44 but that is just the beginning as the intrigue deepens bell will find himself pitted against german japanese and british spies in a mission that encompasses dreadful battleships teddy roosevelt s great white fleet chinatown s hell kitchen and the brooklyn navy yard isaac bell has certainly faced perilous situations before but this time it is more than the future of his country that s at stake it s the fate of the world

The Spy 2010-06-01 turn of the century detective isaac bell pursues a blood thirsty bank robber and perhaps one of the world s first sociopaths in the first novel in this new york times bestselling series in 1906 the western states of america suffer a string of bank robberies by a single man who then cold bloodedly murders any and all witnesses and vanishes without a trace fed up by the depredations of the butcher bandit the u s government brings in the best man it can find a tall lean no nonsense detective named isaac bell who has caught thieves and killers from coast to coast but bell has never had a challenge like this one from arizona to colorado to the streets of san francisco during its catastrophic earthquake and fire he pursues a fiend who seems to draw pleasure from the challenge and a woman who may to hold the key to the man s identity as bell begins to suspect a new term used among top psychologists sociopath may describe his target the butcher bandit turns the chase around on him the hunter becomes the hunted and soon it will take all of bell s skills not merely to prevail but to survive filled with intricate plotting cussler s signature dazzling set pieces and not one but two extraordinary villains the chase is the master working at the height of his powers

The Chase 2007-11-06 isaac bell may be on the hunt for the greatest monster of all time in this riveting action adventure novel from 1 new york times bestselling author clive cussler the year is 1911 chief investigator isaac bell of the van dorn detective agency has had many extraordinary cases before but none quite like this hired to find a young woman named anna pape who ran away from home to become an actress bell is shocked when her murdered body turns up instead vowing to bring the killer to justice he begins a manhunt which leads him into increasingly more alarming territory anna pape was not alone in her fate petite young blond women like anna are being murdered in cities across america and the pattern goes beyond the physical resemblance of the victims there are disturbing familiarities about the killings themselves that send a chill through even a man as experienced with evil as bell if he is right about his fears then he is on the trail of one of the greatest monsters of his time

The Cutthroat 2017-03-14 clive cussler s new york times bestselling blue gold now available in ebook is a heart pounding thriller in the numa adventure series kurt austin navigates the amazon jungle in search of a legend that could change the path of science but secretive powers will do anything to stop him from deep within the venezuelan rain forest emanates the legend of a white goddess and a mysterious tribe with startling technical accomplishments few believe the tribe exists and even fewer suspect its deity may hold knowledge that can change the course of history for national underwater marine agency crew leader kurt austin an investigation into the sudden deaths of rare whales leads him to the mexican coast where someone tries to
put him and his mini sub permanently out of commission meanwhile in south america s lush hills a specially assigned numa crew turns up the white goddess legend and a murderous cadre of bio pirates intent on stealing medicinal secrets worth millions soon austin and his crew realize they re working the opposite ends of the same grand scheme a billionaire california tycoon is poised to rise to power by monopolizing the earth s vastly depleted freshwater reserves and ultimately dominate the world austin has a hunch venezuela s mythical tribal goddess has some real roots in science and may be the key to locating a secret formula that could turn vast amounts of seawater into fresh but with each step into the bush he and his numa team feel like fish out of water and must fight a deadly twisting trail of enemies through a dense jungle of treachery blackmail and murder

**Blue Gold** 2000-08-01 the author of more than 50 books 125 million copies in print clive cussler is the current grandmaster of adventure literature dirk pitt the sea loving protagonist of 22 of cussler s novels remains among the most popular and influential adventure series heroes of the past half century this first critical review of cussler s work features an overview of pitt and the supporting characters and other heroes an examination of cussler s themes and influences a review of his most important adventures such as raise the titanic and iceberg and a look at adaptations of his work in other media cussler joins the pantheon of such as rudyard kipling sir arthur conan doyle and ian fleming and this overdue volume demonstrates that beneath cussler s immense popularity lies a literary depth that well merits scholarly attention

**The Clive Cussler Adventures** 2014-05-06 a 1 new york times bestselling author nan cass alcohol adventure century apart numa director dirk pitt and legendary detective isaac bell team up to unlock the truth about a famous maritime disaster in the present day pitt makes a daring water rescue from inside an antiquated submersible he also finds a document left behind by bell that re opens a historical mystery in 1911 bell investigates a tragedy at colorado s little angel mine in which nine people died this leads to a larger puzzle centered on byzantium a rare powerful and valuable element there are people willing to do anything to control the substance and bell will find out just how far he ll go to stop them

**The Titanic Secret** 2019-10-02 husband and wife team sam and remi must use their instinct for treasure hunting to find a missing person in this novel in the 1 new york times bestselling series the fargos are used to hunting for fortune not people but then a texas oil baron contacts them with a personal plea an investigator friend of the fargos was on a mission to find the oil baron s missing father and now the investigator is missing too would sam and remi be willing to look for them both though something about the situation doesn t quite add up the fargos agree to go on the search what they find will be beyond anything they could have imagined on a journey that will take them to tibet nepal bulgaria india and china the fargos will find themselves embroiled with black market fossils a centuries old puzzle chest the ancient tibetan kingdom of mustang a balloon aircraft from a century before its time and a skeleton that could turn the history of human evolution on its head packed with the endless imagination and breathtaking suspense that are his hallmarks the kingdom once again proves that clive cussler is just about the best storyteller in the business new york post

**The Kingdom** 2012-05-29 a return to 1 new york times bestselling author clive cussler s stunning private collection of rare classic automobiles picking back up in 1948 where built for adventure left off in striking full color photographs and engaging commentary fans of clive cussler s five bestselling series can explore the personal automotive collection of the literary master of mechanical marvels readers will explore the history of each model and the story of how it was found and restored not to mention notes on where some of these dazzling machines have appeared in his novels the fins the fenders the furious horsepower built to thrill runs straight through the forties fifties and sixties capturing it all
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buried in the battered remains of the sunken Italian luxury liner Andrea Doria only Kurt Austin and his crack NUMA team stand between Halcon and the Andrea Doria’s silent steel hull and if their deadly mission fails Halcon will ride to power on a wave of death and destruction

**Serpent** 2000-05-01 both a prequel and a sequel to Clive Cussler’s first bestselling phenomenon raise the Titanic the new Isaac Bell novel is a thrilling action adventure novel from the Sunday Times bestselling author a century apart Dirk Pitt and Isaac Bell team up to unlock the truth about the most famous maritime disaster of all time

**The Widow Maker** 2019-09-19 The husband and wife treasure hunting team of Sam and Remi Fargo return in a new adventure as they search for an ancient scroll which carries a deadly curse in this thrilling addition to Clive Cussler’s bestselling series in 533 a d the last Vandal ruler in North Africa consults an oracle on how to defeat the invading Byzantine army the oracle tells the king that a high priestess cast a curse upon the Vandal kingdom after a sacred scroll was stolen in order to lift the curse the scroll must be returned to its rightful home but the kingdom falls before the scroll is found leaving its location a great mystery until a current day archeological dig funded by Sam and Remi Fargo uncovers some vital clues the search for the ancient scroll is put on hold when the fargos learn that a shipment of supplies intended for their charitable foundation’s school has been stolen and they travel to Nigeria to deliver new supplies themselves but their mission becomes infinitely more complicated when they run afoul of a band of robbers the group takes Remi and several students hostage and there are signs that the kidnapping is related to the missing scroll the Fargos need all their skills to save the lives of the young girls at the school before they uncover the hidden treasure and lift the deadly curse

**The Oracle** 2020-05-05
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